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I. INTRODUCTION

These Comments are submitted, through counsel Community Legal Services, Inc., on

behalf of three community based organizations, Action Alliance of Senior Citizens of Greater

Philadelphia, the Tenant Union Representative Network (TURN) and the Association of

Community Organizations for Reform Now (ACORN) (hereinafter collectively "Action

Alliance") in support of protecting, making more accessible and expanding the consumer

protections that help low and lower income public utility customers which help them to obtain

utility service, to maintain that service, and to obtain restoration of service in the event that

service is terminated. The Comments respond to the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission's

(hereinafter "Commission") Proposed Rulemaking Order (hereinafter "Order"), published in the

Pennsylvania Bulletin on February 14, 2009, 39 Pa.B. 7.

Action Alliance of Senior Citizens of Greater Philadelphia is a not-for-profit corporation

and membership organization whose mission is to advocate on behalf of senior citizens on a

wide range of consumer matters vital to seniors, including utility service. TURN is a not-for-

profit corporation with many low and lower income members whose mission is to advocate on

behalf of low and moderate income tenants. ACORN is a not-for-profit advocacy and

membership organization whose mission is to advocate on behalf of low and lower income

persons on numerous consumer issues, including access to utility service.

The Order proposes amendments to 52 Pa. Code Chapter 56 to comply with 66 Pa.C.S.

Chapter 14 and to make certain other changes. In November, 2004, SB 677 or Act 201, was

enacted and amended Title 66 by adding Chapter 14 (66 PaC.S. §§ 1401-1418), Responsible

Utility Customer Protection. "Act 201 is intended to protect responsible bill paying customers

from rate increases attributable to the uncollectible accounts of customers that can afford to pay

their bills, but choose not to pay" Order, at 1 (emphasis added). Action Alliance's comments

focus primarily on vulnerable and low income customers who cannot afford to pay utility bills at

full rates, and often have difficulty paying monthly bills in full and on time.



Every two years after the effective date of December 14, 2004, the Commission must

report to the General Assembly and the Governor, pursuant to § 1415, regarding the

implementation and application of Chapter 14. The report must address, inter alia, the level of

access to utility services by residential customers including low-income customers and Chapter

14's effect upon the level of consumer complaints processed by the Commission. On December

14, 2008, the Commission issued the Second Biennial Report to the General Assembly and the

Governor pursuant to Section 1415 (hereinafter "Second Biennial Report").1 The Commission

has so far noted the following concerns relating to low and lower income utility consumers:

• "The Commission is concerned that failure of utilities to fully implement Chapter 14

leads to unlawful or erroneous terminations, which present serious issues of health and

safety for both the individuals directly involved and the surrounding community."

Second Biennial Report, at 37.

• "Terminations increased by 60% for the electric industry and by 21% for the gas industry

from 2004-07. This pattern has continued into 2008." Id., at 38.

• "Section 1405(d) of Chapter 14 prohibits the Commission from establishing a second

payment agreement if the customer has defaulted on a previous payment agreement;"

through October 10, 2008, 47,372 "customers [were] turned away by the Commission

because it was determined that the customer was not eligible for a payment arrangement"

per Section 1405(d). Id., at 35.

• "Section 1405(c) forbids the Commission from establishing a payment agreement for

customers who participate in a utility's CAP [customer assistance program];" through

October 10, 2008, 24,144 "customers [were] turned away by the Commission because it

was determined the customer was not eligible for a payment arrangement because they

were a participant in the utility's CAP." Id., at 35.

1 Second Biennial Report to the General Assembly and the Governor Pursuant to Section 1415 (December 14,
2008) (accessed April 14, 2009 at http://www.puc.state.pa.us/General/publications reports/pdffChapterH-
Bienniall21408.pdf).



• "Since the passage of Chapter 14, the Commission has turned away 71,516 customers

seeking PARs [payment agreement requests]. Consumer complaint volume has declined

by 12% from 2004-07 while PARs declined by 46% over this time." Id., at 39.

• "Low-income households who are placed into a CAP program and successfully manage

to pay their CAP bills represent the success of the safety net that is in place for our

poorest households. However, there are low-income households who are payment-

troubled and have not yet been placed into a CAP program. In fairness to the companies,

this is a diminishing, but still significant, number of such households since the passage of

Chapter 14. Consequently, there is still room for CAP programs to grow." Id., at 39.

• "For CAP customers who fail to meet their obligations under CAP, there is no recourse

other than to pay their arrearages and current balances in order to maintain utility service.

This is arguably a losing proposition for them. In the Commission's opinion, these

customers are at the greatest risk because they are out of options." Id., at 39.

Action Alliance makes recommendations, in these Comments, that are consistent with

Chapter 14 and at the same time make utility service available based on equitable terms and

conditions to consumers at all income levels. Caution should be taken not to adopt Chapter 56

proposals that exceed the already harsh Chapter 14 limitations on customer safeguards and

would make utility service unavailable to identifiable categories of residential customers on the

basis of prior actions reflecting circumstances beyond their control.

II. COMMENTS ON PROPOSED RULEMAKING

In these Comments, Action Alliance provides brief discussion for each of the proposed

rules that it supports and provides more detailed discussion and recommendations for those

proposed rules that it does not fully support. Several changes in definitions are proposed in

relevant issue sections to make the terms clearer in light of Chapter 14 provisions. Action

Alliance's Comments generally follow the ordering of issues that the Commission provides in



Attachment One, which was attached to the Order and includes a summary of comments along

with the Commission's discussion of the proposed regulations. The proposed Chapter 56

regulations are set forth in Annex A of the Order. Action Alliance's proposed regulation

changes are shown where noted below in bold font, with capital letters for additions and brackets

for deletions.

1. Rules that apply to victims under a protection from abuse (PFA) order as provided by

23 Pa.C.S. Ch. 61 (relating to protection from abuse).

a. Rules covering victims under a PFA should be in separate chapters.

Action Alliance supports the Commission's proposal to create separate chapters to

address the utilities and consumers that are specifically excluded from Chapter 14, under Section

1417 and similar provisions. Action Alliance further supports the Commission's plan to

incorporate into the separate chapters those sections of Chapter 14 that provide a higher level of

consumer protection than in the current version of Chapter 56. As the Commission notes, the

General Assembly certainly did not intend to provide victims with a PFA order with a lesser

level of consumer protections than other customers. Order, Attachment One, at 6.

b. A separate proceeding to establish a Policy Statement relating to victims of

abuse.

Action Alliance supports the Commission's proposal to address, in an upcoming, separate

proceeding, to establish a Policy Statement relating to the many significant issues of victims of

abuse, which may not be appropriately placed in these regulations. A separate proceeding will

allow for participation of the various organizations who provide supportive services to victims of

abuse and whose staff will provide practical recommendations regarding training, consumer

education, record keeping, confidentiality and other related matters. Issues of protection for

victims of domestic violence are appropriately a subject of a separate proceeding and separate

Policy Statement where these issues can be a addressed "in a comprehensive and flexible

fashion." Order, Attachment One, at 8.



In the meantime, Action Alliance requests that the Commission provide express interim

guidance to the utilities to correct blatantly incorrect interpretations of Section 1417?

Alternatively, Action Alliance urges the Commission to start the process to establish the Policy

Statement as soon as possible, or within six months of this submission.

c. Notice of PFA exemptions in all contacts.

Action Alliance supports the Commission's proposed requirements that public utilities

provide information about the PFA exemption in all contacts with consumers, including but not

limited to, written utility application procedures, credit denial letters, rights and responsibilities

summaries, 10-day written termination notices, 3-day personal contact notices, and post-

termination notices.

2. Previously unbilled utility service.

a. Make-up bills, pursuant to § 56.14.

Action Alliance supports the Commission's recommendation to retain the obligation to

offer an installment arrangement on make-up bills, at § 56.14, since such an arrangement

concerns "unbilled" amounts, not "billed" amounts, and as such, are not considered a payment

agreement in the context of Chapter 14. To avoid confusion, use of the terms "payment

agreement" should be avoided in the context of arrangements to pay a make-up bill. Action

Alliance proposes use of the term "installment arrangement" for these make-up bill

arrangements.

2 For instance, the Commission noted in Attachment One that at least one utility recommended that only a PFA
granted under the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania be defined as valid, which is a dangerously narrow
interpretation of section 1417. Section 1417 provides that "[t]his chapter shall not apply to victims under a
protection from abuse order as provided by 23 Pa.CS. Ch. 61 (relating to protection from abuse)." Within this cited
Chapter 61 is § 6104 (relating to full faith and credit and foreign protection orders), which provides that "[a] court
shall recognize and enforce a valid foreign protection order issued by a comparable court."



Action Alliance supports retaining the current threshold amounts of 50% of current bills

or $50 required for the issuance of make-up bills. The current levels are appropriate and

working in an adequate fashion. Any increase in threshold - and resulting immediate demands

for full payment below the threshold - would impose significant burdens on utility customers,

especially on low income customers.

b. Four-year limit.

The Commission proposes to incorporate into regulation a four-year limit on previously

unbilled utility service, for make-up bills in particular. Action Alliance supports such a 4-year

limitation, as it reflects the same restrictions found in other sections of Chapter 56 or Title 66,

i.e., § 56.35 (relating to payment of outstanding balance), § 56.202 (record maintenance

requirements), and 66 Pa.C.S.A. § 1312 (relating to refunds).

3. Credit Standards.

a. Definitions of "applicant," "customer" and "occupant."

Interpretation of Chapter 14 requires a clear understanding of the terms "applicant,"

"customer," and "occupant." These terms and the status that accompanies each one have a

bearing on the credit standards that are applied to a particular consumer. Action Alliance

proposes clarifying language for each of these terms.

Action Alliance recommends a change to the proposed definition for "applicant" to

clarify exactly when a customer reverts to applicant status after termination of service, and

proposes a minor amendment to the Commission's proposed definition, as follows:

Applicant— [A person who-applies for residential utility service.] A natural
person not currently receiving service who applies for residential service provided
by a public utility or any adult occupant whose name appears on the mortgage.



deed or lease of the property for which the residential public utility service is
requested. The term does not include a person who[? within 60 days after
termination or discontinuance of service,] seeks to transfer service within the
service territory of the same public utility or to reinstate service at the same
address provided that the final bill for service is not PAST due[ and payable].

This modification will synchronize language from this definition of "applicant" with that of the

definition of "customer," which reads in part, "[a] natural person remains a customer after

discontinuance or termination until the final bill for service is past due." Synchronizing these

two definitions will make absolutely clear that after termination of service a customer reverts to

applicant status again when the final bill is past due, and no sooner.

To clarify that only adults or emancipated minors can be customers, Action Alliance

proposes the following changes to the definition of "customer":

Customer - A natural person in whose name a residential service account is
listed and who is primarily responsible for payment of bills rendered for the
service or an adult occupant whose name appears on the mortgage, deed or lease
of the property for which the residential public utility service is requested.
ONLY A NATURAL PERSON 18 YEARS OR OLDER OR AN
EMANCIPATED MINOR MAY BECOME A CUSTOMER. A natural
person remains a customer after discontinuance or termination until the final bill
for service is past due.

To recognize that an occupant can reside at a property where service is not currently

being provided, and to clarify that a dependent child occupant should not be made responsible

for the bills of a parent, under Section 1407(d), Action Alliance proposes the following additions

to the definition of "occupant":

Occupant—AN ADULT person who resides in the premises to which public
utility service is provided OR REQUESTED.



b. Procedures for new applicants.

(i) "The absence of prior credit history does not, of itself, indicate an

unsatisfactory risk "

Action Alliance urges the Commission not to adopt the proposed deletion of the current

language at § 56.32(3)(i) ("The absence of prior credit history does not, of itself, indicate an

unsatisfactory risk."). Young persons or families who have previously lived with parents or

other relatives will not have developed a credit score, because they have not previously had bills

in their name. Some separated spouses and victims of domestic violence, with or without a

Protection from Abuse Order, are also more likely to have no credit history upon which a credit

score could be based. These applicants for service will be just starting out on their own or

escaping abuse and are more likely to have limited income. Having already provided a security

deposit to a landlord for a new home, these applicants with no negative credit histories should

not then be required to pay a two month utility deposit. Chapter 14 does not supersede the

current provision at § 56.32(3)(i) nor is it inconsistent with this provision The risk of utility bill

payment cannot be properly assessed without any utility billing history or any credit history.

This important provision should not be deleted.

(ii) Credit scoring methodology should assess "risk of utility bill

payment."

Action Alliance supports the clarification at proposed § 56.32(a)(2) that the "credit

scoring methodology utilized for this purpose must specifically assess the risk of utility bill

payment." Bills for life-essential utility service significantly differ in character than bills for

many other consumer goods and services, and any credit scoring methodology used by utilities

should also make that distinction. A poor payment history on credit card bills, for instance,

should not overshadow a perfect utility bill payment history.

(Hi) Proof of identity of adult applicants without requiring disclosure of

social security number.



Action Alliance supports proposed § 56.32(c) relating to identity of adult applicants and

the identification documents that may be required by utilities. Action Alliance agrees that

applicants should not be required to disclose or produce social security numbers, unless the

applicant wishes to do so for the applicant's convenience. Requiring a social security number

would be a de facto requirement that applicants possess a certain immigration status and should

be avoided, as Action Alliance noted in prior comments.3

(iv) Payment of outstanding balance ilat the property for which service is

requested."

Proposed § 56.35(b)(l) allows a public utility to demand payment of an outstanding

balance or a portion thereof "if the applicant resided at the property ... during the time the

outstanding balance accrued and for the time the applicant resided there, not exceeding 4 years."

Action Alliance supports the Commission's clarifying language that such liability should not be

assigned for service furnished more than 4 years ago. Any longer period would create an

unreasonable evidentiary burden and barrier to service for applicants who in fact did not reside at

the property for all or part of the time period. Also, as discussed earlier, the 4-year restriction is

consistent with other restrictions in relevant regulations and statutes.

Action Alliance notes that § 56.35 sits squarely within procedures for applicants. As

discussed further later, customers, whose applications for service have already been approved,

should not later be surprised with third-party charges on their bills and then be placed at risk of

termination for nonpayment of such charges.

(v) Detailed and complete information when denied credit

Proposed § 56.36 (relating to written procedures) requires that public utilities obtain

Commission tariff approval for "their credit and application procedures along with their credit

scoring methodology and standards" and that applicants be provided with detailed and complete

3 Comments of Action Alliance et al., Docket No. L-00060182 (February 14, 2007), at 16-19.



information when they are denied credit for a public utility. Action Alliance supports clear

notice to applicants of reasons for denial of credit and of dispute rights if the applicant disagrees

with the denial of credit. When such denial is a barrier or cause of delay to essential services, the

basis of denial and dispute rights must be communicated clearly and quickly, so that the

applicant or customer knows how to proceed with a dispute, if s/he so chooses.

(vi) Notice of tar iff filings and public input hearings.

Tariff filings should be served on interested agencies, including statewide and local legal

services programs and agencies serving victims of domestic violence in the public utility's

service territory. The Commission's tariff approval process should include public input hearings,

if requested, so that customers and prospective applicants residing in the service territory can

provide comment. Before approval of any such procedures, the Commissions and consumers

should be assured that no more than one person can be billed at the same time for a particular

outstanding balance and that the unpaid outstanding balance will revert back to the originally

named customer who later applies for service at another address. The procedures should also

address how such third-party outstanding balances are treated if not completely paid down before

the current customer transfers service to another address.

(vii) Three-day processing of applications for service.

The Commission proposes to maintain the 3-day limit between the applicant's

submission of application for service and the public utility's turning on of service, but the

additional language proposed in § 56.37 should be clarified, as follows:

§56.37. General rule.

Once an applicant's application for service is [accepted bvl SUBMITTED TO
the public utility, the public utility shall provide service within 3 days, provided
that the applicant has met all REGULATORY requirements. A longer time
frame is permissible with the consent of the applicant. If the investigation and
determination of credit status is expected to take or in fact takes longer than 3
business days commencing the date after the application is made, the public utility
shall provide service pending completion of the investigation.

10



The proposed language of "[o]nce an applicant's application for service is accepted by the

utility," suggests that the utility has discretion not to accept the application. Action Alliance

recommends changing the language to "[o]nce an applicant's application for service is [accepted

by] SUBMITTED TO the utility," so that the 3-day clock runs at the time of submission and not

at a time that the public utility decides to "accept" the application. The phrase "provided that the

applicant has met all requirements" should be modified to the following language: "provided that

the applicant has met all REGULATORY requirements." The addition of the word "regulatory"

in front of "requirements" prevents public utilities from adding their own additional requirements

beyond those provided in regulation.

c. Procedures for existing customers.

Action Alliance is currently experiencing, in Philadelphia, the recent implementation of a

public utility's § 56.41(1) deposit policy. Although this policy has been described as a "late-

payer deposit" policy, in actual fact, it appears that the function of this policy is to require a

deposit from every delinquent non-CAP customer from whom a deposit might be requested

under an excessively broad reading of § 56.41(1). Notifications allegedly satisfying §56.41(l)(i)

are being sent to any customer who has a delinquency no matter how small. As a result,

customers with small outstanding balances, which either in practice or under regulation (less than

$25) would not result in the utility's placing them on the collection path, have been served with

purported § 56.41(l)(i) notices.

At this time, it is unclear whether the utility recognizes that § 56.41(1) is prospective, and

only sanctions with a deposit request the failure, going forward, to pay a current bill and the next

bill in full and on time and/or three bills which may include the current bill in the next twelve

months after notification. Action Alliance submits that two consecutive missed payments or

payments which are less than the amount billed, or three such payments in a twelve month period

only gives the utility the right to send a § 56.41 (l)(i) notification. The right to actually demand a

payment must be based on the prospective payment pattern established by the customer's

payments for the current bill and for future bills. A customer's payment pattern in the months

11



prior to service of the current bill and notification can not be utilized as the basis for requiring a

deposit.

The Commission requires that the customer receive a personal "notification" which

assures the customer that a deposit is not required at the time of notification, but that the

customer's past payment delinquencies, if repeated, will result in a request for a deposit. Action

Alliance submits § 56.41(l)(i) requires a specific written warning to the customer that his/her

conduct will not be allowed to continue in the future without sanction. A non-personal

generalized statement of company policy regarding deposit requests to existing delinquent

customers included on the "Message Center" part of a customer bill is not an appropriate

notification under § 56.41(l)(i).

While the Commission may have historically encouraged utilities to utilize the authority

provided by § 56.41(1) as a collection tool to control uncollectibles, the means that have been

authorized are limited, and should not allow interpretations which exceed the bounds of

reasonableness. Customers whose payment patterns are not likely in practice to result in a

termination notice should not be subjected to the § 56.41(1) requests for deposits. Such requests

for deposits should sanction behavior that occurs from the time that the customer is informed of

the utility's right to require a deposit, not payment patterns that occurred prior to such

notification. Under Commission policy, deposits may be assessed against delinquent customers

only after full notification to the customer concerning the reasons for the deposit request to that

particular customer. Section 56.41(1) should not be read to authorize deposit requirements by

ambush.

For these reasons, Action Alliance requests that the Commission clarify § 56.41(1) as

follows:

§ 56.41. General rule.

A utility may require an existing ratepayer [ratepayer] customer to post a deposit
to reestablish credit under the following circumstances:

(1) Delinquent accounts. Whenever a [ratepayer] customer has been
delinquent BY MORE THAN $100 OR ONE BUDGET PAYMENT,

12



WHICHEVER IS GREATER, in the payment of any two consecutive bills or
three or more bills within the preceding 12 months.

(i) Prior to requesting a deposit under this section, the public utility
shall give the [ratepayer] CUSTOMER WRITTEN NOTIFICATION OF ITS
INTENT TO REQUEST A CASH DEPOSIT IF THE CURRENT
MONTHLY BILL AND THE NEXT MONTHLY BILL, OR THREE
MONTHLY BILLS IN THE NEXT TWELVE MONTHS INCLUDING
THE CURRENT BILL ARE NOT PAID ON OR BEFORE THE DUE
DATE.

(A) Notification [shall] must clearly indicate THE
FOLLOWING; that a deposit is not required at this time, BUT THAT THIS
NOTIFICATION IS A WARNING THAT IF THE CURRENT BILL AND
THE NEXT MONTHLY BILL ARE NOT PAID ON OR BEFORE THE
DUE DATE, OR THREE BILLS IN THE NEXT TWELVE MONTHS
INCLUDING THE CURRENT BILL ARE NOT PAH) ON OR BEFORE
THE DUE DATE, A DEPOSIT WILL BE REQUIRED: THAT THE
CUSTOMER'S PRIOR DELINQUENT PAYMENTS IDENTIFIED BY
BILLING DATES CAUSED THIS NOTICE TO BE SENT; THAT THE
PUBLIC UTILITY MAY REQUIRE A DEPOSIT OF UP TO TWO
MONTH'S AVERAGE BILL.

(B) Notification may be mailed or delivered to the [ratepayer]
customer together with a bill for public utility service, IN A DOCUMENT
ENTITLED "WARNING" WHICH IS SEPARATE FROM THE BILL AND
CONTAINS NO OTHER INFORMATION NOT RELATED TO THE
NOTIFICATION.

(C) Notification [shall] must set forth the address and phone
number of the public utility office where complaints or questions may be
registered.

(D) A subsequent request for deposit [shall] must clearly indicate
that THE CUSTOMER MAY ELECT TO PAY THE DEPOSIT IN THREE
INSTALLMENTS, THAT THE PUBLIC UTILITY MAY HOLD THE
DEPOSIT FOR A MAXIMUM PERIOD OF 24 MONTHS OR UNTIL THE
CUSTOMER HAS PAID BILLS IN FULL AND ON TIME FOR 12
CONSECUTIVE MONTHS, WHICHEVER IS SOONER, AND THAT a
[ratepayer] customer should register any questions or complaints about the matter
prior to the date the deposit is due in order to avoid having service terminated
pending resolution of a dispute. The request [shall] must also include the address
and telephone number of the public utility office where questions or complaints
may be registered

13



d. Cash deposits.

The proposed language to § 56.51 (a) (relating to deposits for applicants) is redundant

with the language at § 56.32(a) also relating to deposits for applicants. If this proposed language

is adopted, § 56.51(a)(2) should also include as its last sentence the same language already

proposed for the last sentence of § 56.32(a)(2): "The credit scoring methodology utilized for this

purpose must specifically assess the risk of utility bill payment." The methodology used to

determine creditworthiness should be uniform throughout Chapter 56 and should be narrowly

tailored to assess the risk of utility bill payment and not of payment history of debts of

significantly different character.

4. Payment period for deposits.

a. Full 90-days should be provided for payment of deposit.

In situations when a utility may request a deposit, Action Alliance agrees with the

Commissions' proposal "establishing a payment period that requires 50% payable upon the

determination by the public utility that the deposit is required, 25% billed 30 days after the

determination and 25 % billed 60 days after the determination." Order, Attachment One, at 21-

22 (emphasis added). This rule would allow for compliance with Section 1404(h) providing for

a 90 day time period and corrects earlier rules that only allowed up to 60 days for payment of the

deposit. Proposed § 56.42 should be modified to reflect the Commission's intentions, by

correcting those terms that allow for only 60 days to pay the deposit.

b. Customers seeking restoration.

Security deposits, as a condition of obtaining, restoring or maintaining public utility

service, can delay or even prevent restoration, especially among low income consumers.

Deposits should only be requested and required when clearly authorized. Action Alliance urges

the Commission to adopt the OCA's initial recommendation that customers should not be

required to pay a deposit to reconnect service since Section 1404(a)(l) uses the terms applicant

14



and ".. .was a customer." Since the Commission ruled in the Implementation Order that a

customer remains a customer, so "is a customer," until the final bill is due and payable, a

customer should be able to reconnect service without paying a deposit, absent other grounds for a

deposit request. Order, Attachment One, at 20.

Customers, whose public utility service were recently terminated, are already required

under Section 1407 (relating to reconnection of service) to pay an upfront reconnect fee and

either the full outstanding balance or the first installment of a payment agreement (excluding

CAP eligible customers of PGW, who only pay reconnection fee). The relatively small class of

customers in distress following a recent service termination should not be required to raise

money for a deposit, over and above the reconnect fee and an upfront payment on the

outstanding balance, in order to restore life essential service. Because deposits impair access to

service, an additional deposit should not be required, where not authorized, for the sake of

simplifying deposit procedures. Therefore, Action Alliance recommends that the Commission

not adopt the proposed new language in §56.42 that provides for deposits for existing customers,

which would include customers seeking restoration of service after a recent termination of

service.

c. Notice of option to pay deposit in installments.

The option to pay a deposit in installments, provided at § 56.38 and § 56.42, cannot be

elected unless the applicant actually knows of the option. Action Alliance supports the

Commission's proposal at § 56.38 (relating to payment period for deposits by applicants) to

require utilities to "advise an applicant of the option to pay the requested security deposit in

installments at the time the deposit is requested." Likewise, utilities should also be required to

provide this notice of an option to pay in installments to existing customers who are charged a

deposit under § 56.42. To the end of § 56.42, the following sentence should be added: "A

public utility shall advise a customer of the option to pay the requested security deposit in

installments at the time the deposit is requested."
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d. Maximum deposit hold period.

Proposed § 56.53 provides for maximum deposit hold periods. We recommend insertion

to the end of § 56.53 (a) the words "whichever is shorter" so that the public utility will not have

the option of holding the deposit for 24 months if the timely payment history is established in a

shorter period of time.

5. Termination of service.

Action Alliance strongly supports the Commission's thoughtful proposals to incorporate

information on termination notices and in consumer-utility contacts during the termination

process that alerts the consumer to programs and options to help them maintain utility service.

The Commission proposes including information about the availability of universal service

programs, emergency medical procedures, protections against winter service terminations,

protections for tenants, and protections for victims of domestic violence with a PFA. Since

passage of Chapter 14, consumers have fewer protections available than ever before. Contacts

between the utility and consumers must be adjusted to ensure that every last opportunity is

provided to the consumer to preserve essential utility service.

a. "User without contract" vs. "unauthorized use."

The Commission has long recognized that users without a contract, like persons such as

widows taking service under their deceased spouse's name, should be protected from immediate

service terminations without prior notice, and that overly broad interpretations of unauthorized

use grounds for immediate terminations should be avoided. Action Alliance strongly supports

the Commission's original proposal to maintain the long-standing distinction between "user

without contract" and "unauthorized users." Action Alliance further supports the proposed

definition of "user without contract," at § 56.2, and recommends its adoption, in order to bring

further clarity to the regulations. Also, the proposed language at § 56.91 (a) relating to

termination notices, which effectively provides for a 3-day notice to a user without contract,

should be adopted.
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b. Interruption and discontinuance of service.

At § 56.72 (relating to discontinuation of service), the Commission proposes to shorten,

to 3 days, the 10 day notice that utilities must provide to occupants when a nonoccupant

customer seeks discontinuance of service to a premises. Chapter 14 does not require shortening

of the time period to 3 days. Absent such statutory requirement, the Commission should give

greater recognition to the fact that occupants often have numerous conflicting demands on their

time and resources, and need more than just a very few days to complete an application for

service and/or make a necessary payment arrangement. Occupants should be provided with at

least 10 days to apply for service.

c. Unauthorized grounds for termination.

Action Alliance agrees with the Commission that unauthorized grounds for termination,

at § 56.83, should be maintained in their current state as much as possible. However, it is

recommended that the proposed language at §§ 56.83(4) and (8) be modified to clarify that

terminations based on nonpayment of third-party liability are only permissible in strictly limited

circumstances. Chapter 14 Sections 1407(d) and 1407(e), relating to payment of outstanding

balance at premises, allow public utilities to "require the payment of any outstanding balance or

portion of an outstanding balance if the applicant resided at the property for which service is

requested during the time the outstanding balance accrued and for the time the applicant resided

there" (emphasis added). Public utilities should not be allowed subsequent to the application

stage to bill customers retroactively for charges accrued under another person's name. Action

Alliance therefore recommends the following amendments:

§ 56.83. Unauthorized termination of service.

Unless expressly and specifically authorized by the Commission, service may
not be terminated nor will a termination notice be sent for any of the following
reasons: ...

(4) Nonpayment of bills for delinquent accounts of the prior [ratepayer]
customer at the same address unless the public utility has PREVIOUSLY, under
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§ 56.35 (relating to payment of outstanding balance), established that the
applicant or customer was an occupant at the same address during the time period
the delinquent amount accrued AND HAD REQUIRED PAYMENT ON SUCH
AMOUNT, AS A CONDITION OF APPROVAL OF APPLICATION FOR
SERVICE OR RESTORATION OF SERVICE ...

(8) Nonpayment for residential service already furnished in the names of
persons other than the [ratepayer] customer unless a court, district justice or
administrative agency has determined that the [ratepayer] customer is legally
obligated to pay for the service previously furnished or unless the public utility
has PREVIOUSLY, under § 56.35, established that the applicant or customer
was an occupant at the same address during the time period the delinquent amount
accrued AND HAD REQUIRED PAYMENT ON SUCH AMOUNT, AS A
CONDITION OF APPROVAL OF APPLICATION FOR SERVICE OR
RESTORATION OF SERVICE. This paragraph does not affect the creditor
rights and remedies of a public utility otherwise permitted by law.

d. Notice procedures prior to termination.

(i) The right to cure a defaulted payment agreement to avoid termination.

Section 56.91, relating to general notice provisions and contents of termination notice,

should be modified at proposed § 56.91(b)(2), to include "past due of most recent payment

agreement," as follows:

(b) A notice of termination must include, in conspicuous print, clearly and fully
the following information when applicable: ...

(2) An itemized statement of accounts currently due, including any required
deposit INSTALLMENT CURRENTLY DUE AND THE AMOUNT PAST-
DUE ON THE MOST RECENT PREVIOUS COMPANY NEGOTIATED
OR COMMISSION PAYMENT AGREEMENT.

The Commission proposed similar language at § 56.97(2)(iii) (relating to procedures upon

customer or occupant contact prior to termination). However, this default cure amount is critical

information that should be provided on all termination notices, as well as in contacts with the

utility, if it is the lowest amount required to prevent termination of service. Throughout the

Chapter 14 implementation process, the Commission has consistently upheld the customer's

right to cure a default prior to termination and avoid such termination. Utilities must be required

to provide the payment agreement catch up amount on termination notices, or the lowest amount
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necessary to prevent termination, and their computer systems must be programmed to display

this amount to customer service representatives (CSRs) who take customer calls. Otherwise,

customers will be mislead into trying to raise an unnecessarily large amount of money and, if

unsuccessful, will suffer termination of service.

(ii) Personal contact.

Action Alliance supports the proposed language at § 56.93(a) relating to personal contact,

which clarifies that: "If personal contact by one method is not possible, the public utility is

obligated to attempt the other method [home visit]." If the utility is otherwise allowed to just

attempt service by one method, then customers without phone service will never receive an

attempt at personal contact. At § 56.93(c), Action Alliance again agrees with the Commission's

proposed clear language that, if a home visit is unsuccessful, a written notice must be

conspicuously posted.

(Hi) Post-termination notice.

In the title of § 56.96, the terms "Post-termination" should not be deleted before "notice,"

as the section clearly relates to post-termination notices.

(iv) Contact prior to termination.

Action Alliance fully supports maintaining the provisions in § 56.97, as they provide for

critical procedures for public utilities to follow to assist a customer in preventing termination of

service, including full explanations of all available methods for avoiding a termination. Also,

the Commission should adopt the two proposed subparagraphs at §§ 56.97(a)(2)(iii) & (iv),

which would require public utility employees to fully explain the following methods for avoiding

a termination:

(iii) Paving what is past-due on the most recent previous company negotiated
or Commission payment agreement.
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(iv) Enrolling in the public utility's customer assistance program or universal
service program, if the public utility has these programs.

In Action Alliance's experience, these two options are two of the most common methods that

low income advocates use in assisting customers to avoid service termination. Unfortunately,

some customers receive termination notices that demand payment amounts that are larger than

the catch up amount or default cure amount of the last payment agreement; and these larger than

necessary amounts are confirmed by utility CSRs that take the customers' calls. See above

discussion regarding § 56.91 (b)(2). Also, low income customers often only learn for the first

time from legal services organizations that CAP programs are available to provide more

affordable bills and that CAP enrollment can prevent termination of service. Proposed §§

56.97(a)(2)(iii) and (iv) should be adopted to provide unambiguous notice to utilities of their

obligations during the termination process.

e. Immediate terminations without prior notice.

Proposed § 56.98 (relating to immediate termination for unauthorized use, fraud,

tampering or tariff violations) provides little guidance to public utilities and consumers. Action

Alliance strongly recommends that immediate terminations should be limited to those situations

in which the utility can base the termination on substantial evidence of "unauthorized use, fraud,

tampering or tariff violations." A typical scenario encountered by legal services organizations

involves an immediate termination arising when a consumer calls the public utility because of a

possible gas leak at the property, or because of another reason resulting in the consumer's

voluntarily allowing public utility personnel to enter the home. The utility worker locks the

meter or removes the meter and leaves no explanation for the consumer of the immediate

termination. The consumer is instructed to call the utility for restoration terms or to go to a

district office. Sometimes, the consumer receives a credit denial letter at the district office with a

phone number to call. After days and often weeks, the consumer is quoted a very large amount

of money to restore service with no explanation as to how the amount was calculated. Informal

complaints to the Commission usually result in a Bureau of Consumer Services (BCS) decision

affirming the utility's report without an effort to conduct a more searching investigation by

working with the complainant to develop exculpatory evidence. Attached as Exhibit A is the
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Verified Statement of Josie B. Hyman with attached Credit Denial Statements and Verified

Statements of actual consumers who filed an informal complaint or Formal Complaint involving

immediate terminations for alleged unauthorized use.

Action Alliance recommends substantial amendments to proposed § 56.98, as follows:

(a) A public utility may immediately terminate service [for] BASED ON
SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE OF any of the following actions by the customer:

(1) Unauthorized use of the service delivered on or about the affected dwelling.
(2) Fraud or material misrepresentation of the customer's identity for the

purpose of obtaining service. THE TERMS "FRAUD" AND "MATERIAL
MISREPRESENTATION" SHALL BE DEFINED UNDER
PENNSYLVANIA COMMON LAW.

(3) Tampering with meters or other public utility equipment.
(4) Violating tariff provisions on file with the Commission which endanger the

safety of a person or the integrity of the public utility's delivery system.

(b) Upon termination, the public utility shall make a good faith attempt to
provide a post termination notice to the customer or a responsible person at the
affected premises, and, in the case of a single meter, multiunit dwelling, the
public utility shall conspicuously post the notice at the dwelling, including in
common areas when possible.

(c) THE POST TERMINATION NOTICE SHALL INCLUDE THE
FOLLOWING INFORMATION:

(1) THE SPECIFIC GROUNDS FOR IMMEDIATE TERMINATION OF
SERVICE, WITH DETAILED INFORMATION CONCERNING THE
ALLEGED MATERIAL FACTS.

(2) THE SPECIFIC TERMS FOR RESTORATION OF SERVICE.
(3) THE DIRECT PHONE NUMBER OF THE PUBLIC UTILITY

DEPARTMENT THAT CAN ANSWER QUESTIONS AND
IMMEDIATELY HANDLE DISPUTES CONCERNING IMMEDIATE
TERMINATIONS.
fd) CUSTOMERS SUBJECT TO IMMEDIATE TERMINATIONS,
SEEKING COMMISSION REVIEW, SHALL BE PROVIDED WITH
EXPEDITED REVIEW AT THE BUREAU OF CONSUMER SERVICES
AND EMERGENCY REVIEW WITH AN ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
JUDGE OR SPECIAL AGENT, IF NECESSARY.

These provisions are necessary under basic due process and public policy grounds to allow

consumers a reasonable opportunity to refute allegations of unauthorized use by the public

utility. Without these safeguards, many more innocent consumers will suffer months, and even
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years, without life essential services after immediate terminations simply because they are not

informed regarding the basis of the utility's allegations and therefore do not know what to refute.

6. Winter termination procedures.

a. No "heat-related" distinction in Chapter 14.

Action Alliance strongly disagrees with the Commission's plan to revoke its earlier

proposal to eliminate the heat-related distinction in the context of winter terminations by public

utilities. Chapter 14 has already stripped away the longtime winter moratorium that had

protected all Pennsylvania public utility consumers for decades. The Commission should not

now set unauthorized limits on the winter protections that remain for low and lower income

consumers. Chapter 14 clearly provides a basis for providing protection for heating and non-

heating accounts.

Section 1406(e). Winter termination.—

(1) Unless otherwise authorized by the commission, after November 30
and before April 1, an electric distribution utility or natural gas distribution
utility shall not terminate service to customers with household incomes at or
below 250% of the Federal poverty level except for customers whose actions
conform to subsection (c)(l). The commission shall not prohibit an electric
distribution utility or natural gas distribution utility from terminating service in
accordance with this section to customers with household incomes exceeding
250% of the Federal poverty level.

(2) In addition to the winter termination authority set forth in paragraph
(1), a city natural gas distribution operation may terminate service to a customer
whose household income exceeds 150% of the Federal poverty level but does not
exceed 250% of the Federal poverty level, and starting January 1, has not paid at
least 50% of his charges for each of the prior two months unless the customer has
done one of the following:

(i) Has proven in accordance with commission rules that his household
contains one or more persons who are 65 years of age or over.

(ii) Has proven in accordance with commission rules that his household
contains one or more persons 12 years of age or younger.

(iii) Has obtained a medical certification in accordance with commission
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(iv) Has paid to the city natural gas distribution operation an amount
representing at least 15% of the customer's monthly household income for each of
the last two months.

(3) At the time that the notice of termination required by subsection (b)(l)
(i) is provided to the customer, the city natural gas distribution operation shall
provide notice to the commission. The commission shall not stay the termination
of service unless the commission finds that the customer meets the criteria in
paragraph 2(i), (ii), (iii) or (iv).

66 Pa.C.S.A § 1406(e) (emphasis added).

The term "heat-related" or the like is nowhere found in § 1406(e). The subsection's title

of "Winter termination" refers to the time period covered by this provision and should not be

erroneously construed to somehow limit the type of service that is protected therein. For

instance, while natural gas service may not be considered strictly heat-related if not the primary

source of a home's heat, it is often the source of energy for hot water and cooking. Hot water is

important for a household's health and sanitation, especially to avoid wintertime illnesses

through proper cleaning, bathing, handwashing and laundering. Many households rely on

cooking gas to provide affordable healthy hot meals, year around. Such cooking ability should

be protected in wintertime for low and lower income households (often with children and elderly

members) that have limited means and ability to buy prepared hot meals from outside the home.

The Commission would be acting contrary to its much emphasized duty to protect health and

safety if it adopts the current proposal to limit winter termination protections to heat-related

accounts. Therefore, the language "heat-related' should be omitted from § 56.100 (relating to

winter termination procedures), as such limitation is statutorily prohibited and contrary to health

and safety.

b. Notice of protections from winter-time terminations.

Action Alliance supports the Commission's proposal to require the provision of

information on termination notices that inform victims of domestic violence with a PFA, low-

income customers and tenants of the special protections from winter-time termination that are

available for them. Particularly important is the inclusion of the federal poverty guidelines by

household size, at proposed § 56.91(b)(10), so that customers know exactly whether they are
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protected or not because of income level. Income charts are an important once-a-year update

that are not too burdensome for a public utility to revise.

c. Cold weather survey.

Action Alliance requests that cold weather survey results be categorized by 5-digit postal

codes and not just by first 3-digits, a proposed. All addresses in Philadelphia have postal codes

with the same first three digits of "191" so data about the first three digits would provide little

additional assistance to social service organizations in analyzing termination data of the public

utilities serving Philadelphia. There is no reason not to make public this data which is easily

accessible to the utility.

Action Alliance supports the Commission's proposal to require three reports, on

December 15, January 15 and February 15. The surveys provide important information about

how many households are without service during winter and provide the Commission,

policymakers and low income advocates with the basis for relevant policy recommendations, if

needed.

d. Reporting of hospitalizations and property damage, as well as, deaths at

locations where utility service is off.

Action Alliance supports the Commission's proposal, at § 56.100(j), to require utilities to

report incidents of household fire, hypothermia or carbon monoxide poisoning occurring at

addresses where utility service was off at the time of the incident. However, the Commission

omits any non-winter cause of fatalities such as hyperthermia. Action Alliance recommends that

the term "hyperthermia" be inserted after the term "hypothermia" and that the Commission

clarify that the reporting requirement applies all year.

Also, the Commission limits this reporting requirement to incidents that "resulted in a

death." Action Alliance, in its February 14, 2007 comments, recommended that the reporting
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requirement include incidents involving injury and property damage, as well as, deaths.4 If the

terms "injury or property damage" seem too broad, Action Alliance would here recommend that

the terms "hospitalizations or property damage" be inserted after the phrase "resulted in a death"

within proposed § 56.100(j). Hospitalizations and property damage are different degrees of the

same harm that the Commission should seek to monitor and prevent. An incident should not be

required to result in death before the utility must report it to the Commission, because incidents

resulting in hospitalizations and property damage could have easily resulted in death but for the

fortunate circumstances of the individuals who were able to escape such fate.

7. Emergency medical procedures.

Implementation of medical certification protection varies from utility to utility, including

inconsistent policies of yearly limitations or lifetime limitations on a consumer's right to assert

medical protections. The Commission's proposed modifications in this area will provide much

helpful clarification for customers, utilities and agencies serving vulnerable consumers.

a. Only physicians or nurse practitioners may determine whether a medical

condition qualifies.

Action Alliance strongly supports the Commission's proposed language at § 56.111, as

follows:

The determination of whether a medical condition qualifies for the purposes of
this section resides entirely with the physician or nurse practitioner and not with
the public utility. The utility may not impose any qualification standards for
medical certificates other than those specified in this section.

This language is important to prevent utilities from imposing qualifications that may deter

consumers from seeking medical certificates or doctors from providing medical certificates.

4 Comments of Action Alliance at al., Docket No. L-00060182 (February 14,2007), at 42-43.
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b. Maintaining the 3-day stay and 7-day period to produce written confirmation.

Action Alliance supports the Commission's plan to maintain the important three-day stay

of termination to obtain written or oral certification at § 56.112 (relating to postponement of

termination pending receipt of certificate) and the seven-day window to provide written

confirmation at § 56.113 (relating to medical certifications). Illness, hospital stays and

circumstances surrounding the medical emergency can prevent a household from being aware of

imminent utility termination. The first time that a consumer may learn of the impending

termination is when the utility worker appears at the home. Three days is the minimum period of

time that should be allowed to consumers to contact a medical professional to submit a verbal or

written medical certification to the utility. If the utility requires a written certification,

maintaining the 7 day window, after verbal certification, for submission recognizes the

demanding schedules of medical offices and provides a reasonable opportunity for consumers

and their treating medical practitioners to comply.

c. Restrictions on renewals of certifications.

Action Alliance supports the Commission's proposed language at §§ 56.114 and 56.116

that bring important clarification to when the restrictions on renewals of medical certifications

apply. The Commission has amended § 56.114 to clarify that the limit of two renewal

certifications only applies if the customer is not making equitable efforts to pay utility bills per

§56.116, which specifies that at least current bills should be paid in order to be considered an

equitable effort at payment. Action Alliance agrees that the current § 56.116 language "to

equitably arrange to make payment" has not given adequate guidance to utilities and consumers

alike. The Commission's proposed language brings long-awaited and proper clarification.

Action Alliance, therefore, agrees with the proposals at § 56.116 (relating to duty of customer to

pay bills) and §56.118(a)(2) (relating to right of public utility to petition the Commission) to

replace the language "to equitably arrange" with "to make payment on all current undisputed

bills ...." When payments on current bills are not being made, only then do the restrictions at §

56.114 apply.
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d. Section 1406(f) prohibits termination of customers with medical certifications.

Action Alliance disagrees with the Commission's proposal to allow utilities to refuse to

honor medical certifications without petitioning the Commission, when the utility determines

that the renewal restrictions have been reached under § 56.114. Chapter 14, at Section 1406(f),

clearly prohibits termination of utility service "when a licensed physician or nurse practitioner

has certified that the customer or a member of the customer's household is seriously ill or

afflicted with a medical condition that will be aggravated by cessation of service." The statute

provides no restrictions on renewals. Any determine that renewal limits have been met should be

made by the Commission, not the utility. These most vulnerable consumers, whose medical

practitioners have provided multiple certifications of a serious condition, should be afforded all

the consumer protections available, including Commission review prior to service termination.

e. Longer than 30 day certification for serious and chronic illness.

Consumers with serious and chronic conditions that are not likely to improve within 30

days should not be burdened with a requirement to renew medical certifications every 30 days.

Medical certification renewals often require that the patient make and attend an appointment

with the treating medical practice and pay accompanying fees for the appointment and

completion of medical certification for the utility. These perfunctory efforts are financially and

physically burdensome for seriously ill consumers with chronic conditions. Action Alliance

urges the Commission to adopt a rule similar to that adopted in the state of Massachusetts which

allows for six-month chronic illness certification and certification of infancy until the child

reaches 12 months of age.5

5 The Code of Massachusetts Regulations (CMR) provides in relevant part at 220 CMR: Department of Public
Utilities:

25.03: Termination of Service to Customers During Serious Illness, Infant, and Winter Protection

(4) Renewal of Certification. In all cases where service is continued or restored pursuant to a claim
under 220 CMR 25.03(1), the customer shall renew the financial hardship form quarterly. If the
financial hardship is shown to be ongoing for the period November 15th to March 15 , renewal
shall be waived for that period. However, the provisions of 220 CMR 25.03(3) shall govern where
certification of financial hardship occurs due to participation in a fuel assistance program the prior
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8. Commission informal complaint procedures.

a. Public utility must provide conspicuous notice of PUC informal complaint

Action Alliance supports the Commission's proposed language at § 56.152(8)(ii)

(relating to contents of the utility company report) that requires the utility to provide conspicuous

notice ("in a bold font that is at least two font sizes larger than the font used in other sections of

the utility report") to the customer of the deadline to file an informal complaint in order to avoid

termination of service. Customers will not know when and how to exercise appeal rights to the

Commission unless they receive clear information of such rights from the utility.

b. Time limits for public utility response to informal complaint.

Action Alliance agrees with the Commission's proposal to require a response to the

informal complaint from the utility within a limited time period. Action Alliances agrees that

public utilities should have a general deadline of 30 days to respond to an informal complaint,

and that the deadline should be 5 days when the complainant is without service. However, in

emergency situations, including winter-time complaints involving loss of heat, Action Alliance

urges the Commission to adopt a 24 hour standard, initially recommended by the OCA. Action

Alliance's proposed language to § 56.163(1) (relating to review techniques) is provided as

follows:

Information and documents requested by Commission staff as part of the review
process shall be provided by the public utility within 30 days of the request. If the
complainant is without public utility service, [or in other emergency situations
as identified by Commission staff J the information requested by Commission
staff shall be provided by the public utility within 5 days of the request. IF THE
COMPLAINT ARISES FROM LOSS OR ABSENCE OF HEAT DURING
THE PERIOD OF DECEMBER 1 THOUGH MARCH 31, OR IN OTHER

Certifications of serious illness shall be renewed quarterly, except that where illness is
certified as chronic, the serious illness certificate shall be renewed every six months.

Certification of infancy shall remain in effect without renewal until the child reaches 12
months of age.

220 CMR 25.03(4) (emphasis added) (accessed April 19, 2009 at http://www.lawlib.state.ma.us/220CMR25.pdf).
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EMERGENCY SITUATIONS IDENTIFIED BY COMMISSION STAFF,
THE INFORMATION REQUESTED BY COMMISSION STAFF SHALL
BE PROVIDED BY THE PUBLIC UTILITY WITHIN 24 HOURS OF THE
REQUEST.

c. Internal procedures.

The Commission has reconsidered its original proposals concerning the handling of CAP-

related payment agreements and accounts where service has been terminated, and now refers

those issues to be addressed in Commission internal procedures that are developed under §

56.211 (now proposed § 56.166). When complete, Action Alliance requests that such procedures

be readily available for review by the public.

Since Commission internal procedures must comply with statutory law and Commission

regulations, the definitions and provisions finally adopted in this rulemaking will be binding on

the Commission and its internal procedures. Action Alliance, therefore, provides comments and

recommendations in the next subsection on relevant Chapter 56 proposals that relate to informal

complaints.

d. Definitions related to informal complaints.

(i) "Customer assistance program "

Action Alliance recommends that the Commission specifically include within the

definition of "customer assistance program" the requirement that a monthly CAP payment be set

at a level that is affordable for the customer. To qualify as affordable, the payment should be set

in accord with the maximum energy burdens listed at 52 Pa. Code § 69.265(2). Sample language

is provided as follows:

Customer assistance program - A plan or program sponsored by a public utility
for the purpose of providing universal service and energy conservation, as defined
in 66 Pa.C.S. § 2202 or 2803 (relating to definitions! in which customers make
monthly payments based on household income and household size, SUCH
PAYMENTS TO BE AFFORDABLE AND SET IN ACCORD WITH THE
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MAXIMUM ENERGY BURDENS AT 52 PA, CODE § 69.265(2), and under
which customers shall comply with certain responsibilities and restrictions to
remain eligible for the program.

A requirement of this kind is necessary because only if CAP bills are affordable will low

income customers have a realistic chance of being able to pay them. It is undisputed that

Chapter 14 intends to eliminate opportunities to avoid paying for utility service by individuals

capable of paying. However, it is also clear that Chapter 14 intends to maintain protections for

low income customers who are not capable of paying at full rates. This is clearly illustrated by

the references to 66 Pa. C.S. §§ 2202 and 2803 in the Chapter 14 definition of customer

assistance programs. When the General Assembly eliminated the ability of the Commission to

provide payment agreements to CAP customers, under Section 1405(c), it must have understood

and expected that CAP rates and bills would be affordable for low income families. That is, the

General Assembly must have believed that multiple payment agreements would be unnecessary

because CAP bills would be affordable for low income customers. Depriving the Commission of

the power to provide payment agreements based on CAP rates can only be understood rationally

if the need for those payment agreements is alleviated by the provision of affordable CAP bills.

To hold otherwise would result in an inconsistent and absurd result that the General Assembly

and the Governor clearly would not have intended. The definition of customer assistance

programs should therefore clearly reference the affordability standards set forth in 52 Pa. Code §

69.265(2).

As noted in the Introduction of these Comments, in the Second Biennial Report regarding

Chapter 14 implementation, the Commission opined that CAP customers were at the "greatest

risk because they are out of options." Section 1405(c) forbids the Commission from establishing

a payment agreement for customers who participate in a utility's CAP. Through October 10,

2008, 24J44 customers seeking review of their CAP budgets were turned away by the

Commission because it was determined the customer was not eligible for a payment arrangement

because they were a participant in the utility's CAP.6 In light of these dismal findings, the

Commission is urged to adopt the above proposed definition.

6 Second Biennial Report to the General Assembly and the Governor Pursuant to Section 1415, at 35,39 (accessed
April 14, 2009 at http://www.puc.state.pa.us/General/publications reports/pd^Chapterl4-Bienniall21408.pdf)
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Action Alliance also recommends that the Commission adopt procedures to establish a

payment agreement for former CAP customers whose arrearages include missed CAP bills, as

well as non-CAP bills. As noted in Action Alliance's prior Comments on February 14, 2007, a

Commission policy to prohibit any payment agreement in such circumstances would be an

unnecessarily punitive measure and an overly expansive reading of Section 1405(c).7

Action Alliance recommends modifications to the definition of the term "dispute" to

clarify aspects of its meaning and its use within the Commission's administrative processes,

particularly in light of Chapter 14 changes. Action Alliance requests that the Commission

amend the definition of "dispute" so it more clearly reflects that the administration of universal

service and energy efficiency programs may be subject to a dispute by an applicant, customer, or

occupant. These important programs are essential to the well-being of low income customers,

and the Commission has a statutory obligation to provide oversight of them. Furthermore, the

programs are quite complex to administer, factually sensitive, and often subject to differences of

opinion between participants and utility companies. Given this complexity and the

Commission's obligation to provide oversight, informing applicants, customers, and occupants

that they have a right to dispute a utility's decision is an important procedural safeguard.

To clarify the definition of dispute, Action Alliance recommends that within the

definition the Commission replace the terms "initial contact" and "contact" with the terms

"initial inquiry" and "inquiry," respectively. This change will harmonize the definitions of

dispute and initial inquiry and will clarify that a dispute may begin as an initial inquiry.

According to the definition of dispute, the trigger that converts an initial inquiry into a

dispute is the level of satisfaction felt by the applicant, customer, or occupant regarding the

resolution of the issue forming the basis of their initial inquiry. Therefore, it is important that

public utilities carefully discern that satisfaction level. However, at the end of a contact with an

7 Comments of Action Alliance et al., Docket No. L-00060182 (February 14, 2007), at 46-52.
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applicant, customer, or occupant, a general question by a utility representative, such as "Are you

satisfied with this call?" may be misleading. It is important that applicants, customers, and

occupants understand that their level of satisfaction with the customer service (i.e., the public

utility representative's politeness or responsiveness) is not the significant meaning behind this

question. Rather, the satisfaction that matters regards the customers agreement with the

resolution of the underlying issue. It is incumbent upon the public utility to ensure that its

representative makes this difference clear to the applicant, customer, or occupant during the

contact.

Action Alliance provides proposed language to the definition of "dispute," as follows:

Dispute - A grievance of an applicant, [ratepayer] customer or occupant about a
public utility's application of a provision covered by this chapter, including
subjects such as credit determinations, deposit requirements, the accuracy of
meter readings or bill amounts, THE ADMINISTRATION OF UNIVERSAL
SERVICE AND ENERGY CONSERVATION PROGRAMS, or the proper
party to be charged. If, at the conclusion of an initial [contact] INQUIRY or,
when applicable, a follow-up response, the applicant, [ratepayer] customer or
occupant indicates satisfaction with the resulting resolution or explanation, the
[contact] INQUIRY will not be considered a dispute. PUBLIC UTILITIES
MUST ENSURE APPLICANTS, CUSTOMERS, AND OCCUPANTS
UNDERSTAND THAT THEIR SATISFACTION IS TO BE BASED UPON
THE RESOLUTION OF THEIR GRIEVANCE, NOT WITH THE
PERSONAL QUALITIES OR CONDUCT OF THE CUSTOMER
SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE.

Action Alliance recommends that the Commission alter its definition of "informal

complaint." The current definition defines an informal complaint as one which is "filed with"

the Commission. Since it is current Commission policy to accept informal complaints by

telephone (52 Pa. Code § 56.162), the phrase "file with" may be confusing, implying that an

actual physical, formal filing is required. Additionally, the definition provided by the

Commission only refers to a customer. It is possible and likely that an applicant or an occupant

might also make an informal complaint. To capture this aspect of informal complaints, Action

Alliance recommends the Commission delete the reference to customer in the definition. The

proposed language for the definition of "informal complaint" is as follows:
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Informal complaint - A complaint filed with the Commission, ORALLY OR IN
WRITING, [by a customer] that does not involve a legal proceeding before a
Commission administrative law judge or a mediation under the management of a
Commission administrative law judge.

(iv) "[Informal] dispute settlement agreements "

Action Alliance recommends several changes to the proposed definition of "informal

dispute settlement agreements" to clarify its meaning and place within the Commission's

administrative process. The word "informal" may mistakenly lead individuals to believe that this

agreement pertains to an informal complaint with the Commission, which seems not to be the

case, and the term "claim" is not one used in the definitions of dispute or initial inquiry. Action

Alliance recommends the Commission use in this definition terms it has defined elsewhere

within Chapter 56. The definition should clarify that the utility is the default party made

responsible for reducing the agreement to writing since the utility is more likely to have the

expertise and staff necessary to properly write such a document. Also, the definition omits the

word "occupant" when listing the parties to whom this definition applies. Action Alliance

recommends changes to the proposed definition of "informal dispute settlement agreement," as

follows:

[Informal] dispute settlement agreement - A mutually agreeable statement of a
[claim or] dispute by a customer, OCCUPANT, or applicant including a
proposed resolution of the [claim or] dispute. A[n informal] dispute settlement
agreement is a written document that is provided to the parties or then-
representatives BY THE UTILITY. A[n informal] dispute settlement agreement
offered by a utility must contain the following statement: "If you are not satisfied
with this agreement, immediately notify the utility that you are not satisfied. You
may file either an informal complaint or a formal complaint before the Public
Utility Commission without making yourself subject to retaliation by the
PUBLIC utility." The [informal] dispute settlement agreement must also
contain the information necessary to contact the Commission either in writing or
by telephone.

Action Alliance recommends that the Commission amend the definition of "initial

inquiry" so it more clearly reflects that the administration of universal service and energy
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efficiency programs may be subject to an inquiry by an applicant, customer, or occupant. As

noted above regarding the definition of "dispute," these important programs are essential to the

well-being of low income customers. Given the complexity of these programs and the

Commission's obligation to provide oversight of them, informing applicants, customers, and

occupants that they have a right to inquire about their administration is an important procedural

safeguard. Action Alliance proposes changing the first sentence of the definition of "initial

inquiry," as follows:

Initial inquiry - A concern or question of an applicant, [ratepayer] customer or
occupant about a public utility's application of a provision covered by this
chapter, including subjects such as credit determinations, deposit requirements,
the accuracy of meter readings or bill amounts, THE ADMINISTRATION OF
UNIVERSAL SERVICE AND ENERGY CONSERVATION PROGRAMS,
or the proper party to be charged. ...

9. Restoration of service.

a. Proposed §56.191 (c)(2)(i), full payment of outstanding balance; defaulted on

two or more payment agreements.

Under Chapter 14 Section 1407(c)(2)(i), a utility may require that a customer or applicant

whose service has been previously terminated for non-payment pay the full outstanding balance

if he/she has previously "defaulted on two or more payment agreements." If the customer or

applicant has not "defaulted on two or more payment agreements," he/she will qualify for a

payment agreement, with a greatly reduced upfront payment. Access to a payment agreement in

these circumstances is a substantial benefit, and ensures that the customer/applicant will be able

to minimize the period of time without a life-essential utility service.

Action Alliance requested that the Commission include in its regulation more expansive

definitions of the words "payment agreements" and "defaulted" for Section 1407(c)(2)(i)

purposes.8 Without such clarification, it is to be feared that utility overreaching in interpreting

these terms will unreasonably deny access to service restoration to customers or applicants who

have been shut off for non-payment.

8 Comments of Action Alliance et al., Docket No. L-00060182 (February 14,2007), at 53-58.
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The Commission only partially responded to Action Alliance's request for greater

regulatory definition of these terms. In proposed § 56.191(c)(2), the Commission has indicated

that neither a payment agreement intended to amortize a make-up bill under § 56.14 or an initial

bill covering more than 60 days constitutes a "payment agreement" for Section 1407(c)(2)(i)

purposes.

In addition, the Commission proposes that any defaults on a "payment agreement that has

been paid in full" should not be considered a defaulted agreement for the purposes of Section

1407(c)(2)(i). Action Alliance is uncertain what is intended by this proposed formulation. In its

original Comments, Action Alliance submitted that a customer who had defaulted on a payment

agreement, had been served a termination notice, and then cured the default prior to termination

should not be considered to have "defaulted" for Section 1407(c)(2)(i) purposes.

It is not clear from the Commission's provision whether the regulatory intent was to

adopt Action Alliance's position. The reference to a "payment agreement that has been paid in

full" would appear to refer to a payment agreement where the customer defaulted on the

agreement, cured the default, and then over time, paid off the total outstanding balance due under

the payment agreement. While that clarification does have some value, it addresses only one

simple cured default scenario; few utilities are likely to punish a customer for a default on a

payment agreement that was ultimately fully paid off. Action Alliance's attention, however, was

focused on the customer who might have defaulted on a payment agreement in month six, been

placed on the collection path, cured the default, and now, in month thirteen of the same payment

agreement, defaulted again, and was terminated. Do these facts present one or two defaults?

Action Alliance submits that the Commission should adopt the position that when a customer

cures a default on a payment agreement, by bringing the payment agreement current prior to

termination, the default that has been cured should not be counted as a "defaulted" payment

agreement for Section 1407(c)(2)(i) purposes. The customer in this example should not be

precluded, with only one default, from obtaining service restoration pursuant to a payment

agreement.9 Action Alliance therefore proposes that the phrase "nor a payment agreement

Id., at 57-58.
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that has been paid in full by the customer" be amended to read: "NOR A DEFAULT ON A

PAYMENT AGREEMENT IN WHICH THE DEFAULT WAS CURED PRIOR TO

TERMINATION".

Consistent with earlier Comments, Action Alliance submits that the Commission should

go further in enumerating instances which do not qualify as a defaulted payment agreement

within the meaning of Section 1407(c)(2)(i). Having enumerated a few of these instances, the

Commissions should also list defaulted "invalid payment agreements," "extensions," budget

billing and budget billing true-ups, medical certification equitable arrangements, and customer

assistance programs. Also, Action Alliance recently learned that a public utility serving

Philadelphia has been counting defaulted payment agreements of the prior named customer

against the new customer who agrees to an assignment of liability of an outstanding balance at

the service address. Section 1403 defines "payment agreement" as "[a]n agreement whereby a

customer who admits liability for billed service is permitted to amortize or pay the unpaid

balance of the account in one or more payments." Action Alliance requests that the Commission

clarify that one person may not admit liability for another person and that defaulted payment

agreements of a prior named customer cannot be counted against a newly named customer who

is assigned the outstanding balance. The newly named customer should be allowed a reasonable

chance to fulfill his/her own payment agreement opportunities.

In the event that the Commission does not choose to expand on the enumerated instances,

it should consider specifying that the enumerated instances do not represent a comprehensive list

of all defaults that might be excluded.

b. Proposed §56.191 (d), payment of outstanding balance at premises.

In § 56.191(d) devoted to restoration of service, the Commission proposes to provide

greater guidance concerning interpretation of Chapter 14 Section 1407(d), regarding the liability

of applicants for outstanding bills in the name of another person applying for service at premises

where service has been terminated for non-payment, in the situation where the applicant

previously resided at the same premises. The Commission specifies that an applicant may be
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held responsible for the outstanding balance accrued, "for the time the applicant resided there,

not exceeding 4 years, except for instances of fraud and theft."

Although a two year statute of limitations might be more appropriate in this situation,

Action Alliance nevertheless appreciates the Commission's recognition of the need to apply a

statute of limitations standard, in order to assure that this type of applicant has at least the same

protections as other customers against stale claims. At the same time, Action Alliance submits

that applicants should also be afforded the benefit of the same standard when the outstanding

balance includes in whole or in part a claim for utility service obtained by fraud or theft. In

considering this situation, it is important to remember that the applicant was not the customer of

record at the premises, or even, in some cases, a person with a property interest in those premises

via a mortgage, deed or lease. Such persons usually would not be directly responsible for the

unauthorized use, did not themselves tamper, by-pass or illegally turn on service, or direct

anyone else to do same. In short, they are very similar to the persons for whom the Commission

proposes to recognize a four year statute of limitations.

It is not reasonable to expect low and lower income persons who move relatively

frequently, and are not likely to keep documentary evidence of their prior addresses to be able to

establish where they resided more than a few years into the past. As it is, they are given the

heavy burden of proving negatives - that in the past, they were not residing at the property where

theft or fraud occurred and/or that they were not responsible for the fraud or theft. It is

appropriate that some limit be placed by means of a statute of limitations on the scope of their

potential liability for service previously provided at the address for which they are now applying

for service. For these reasons, Action Alliance requests that the Commission eliminate the

exception in proposed § 56.191(d) expressed by the words "except for instances of fraud and

theft."
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10. Reporting requirements.

Action Alliance supports the PULP Comments with regard to the reporting requirements

and incorporates them herein by reference.

11. Other issues raised by the parties.

a. Formal Complaints

The Commission proposes a 30 day time frame, from the time of receipt of Formal

Complaint forms from the Commission, within which the Formal Complaint must be filed. The

Commission also proposes, at § 56.174, a procedure in which certain BCS documents obtained

during the informal complaint proceeding will be incorporated into the record of the Formal

Complaint proceeding, in cases involving "ability to pay." Absent a valid evidentiary objection

from the parties, the BCS' documents will become part of the formal complaint record. Also, the

Commission appears to propose regulatory changes in Annex A that would eliminate "de novo"

review of informal complaints at the Formal Complaint level, except in cases involving "ability

to pay," at proposed §§ 56.173 and 56.174.

Action Alliance does not oppose the proposed § 56.172 Formal Complaint filing deadline

of 30 days following the mailing of Formal Complaint forms to the parties, so long as there is

conspicuous notice to the parties of the deadline including language that explains that any

automatic stay on the informal complaint decision can be lifted or waived, if the deadline is

missed, and could result in termination of service.

Proposed § 56.173 (relating to review from informal complaint decisions of the Bureau of

Consumer Services) has been modified so as to appear to eliminate de novo review of BCS

decisions. Action Alliance does not believe it was the Commission's intent to eliminate de novo

review of informal complaints and suspects that it was a clerical error to delete the words "de

novo " from the proposed regulations. However, if it was indeed the Commission's intent to

eliminate de novo review, except for ability to pay proceedings, Action Alliance takes this
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opportunity to register opposition to such a proposal. The BCS informal complaint process is by

definition very informal, usually involving pro se consumers against public utilities with the full

backing of legal departments. The record developed at the informal complaint level should not

be used to prejudice the consumer at the Formal Complaint level.

Notably, the Commission proposes to preserve de novo review in ability to pay

proceedings, at § 56.174(c)(ii). It is unclear why de novo review is preserved here and not in

other types of cases. It is also unclear what efficiency is being sought at proposed § 56.174(c),

which presents a specific rule of evidence for ability to pay proceedings, although there are

already rules of administrative practice and procedures governing Formal Complaints at 52 Pa.

Code, Chapters 1, 3 and 5.

b. Limited English Proficient (LEP) consumers.

Action Alliance supports the Commission's proposed language at § 56.91 (b)(17) and

§56.331(b)(13) requiring that termination notices include information in, not only the Spanish

language, but also "in other languages when census data indicates a significant population using

that language resides in the public utility's service territory." Action Alliance requests that this

provision for other languages also be included in § 56.201 and § 56.431, both relating to public

information. Action Alliance recommends that the Commission provide greater guidance in the

regulations to clarify the meaning of "significant population using that language," and to provide

instruction as to written translation and spoken interpretation in contacts with customers.

The Commission should require written translations of vital documents for each eligible

Limited English Proficient (LEP) group that constitutes 5% of persons eligible to be served or

1,000 members of the language group, whichever is less. In addition, if there are fewer than 50

persons in a language group that reaches the 5% threshold, the utility may comply by providing

written notice in the primary language of the LEP language group of the right to receive

competent oral interpretation, free of cost. Action Alliance proposes the following amendments

to the regulations at § 56.91 (b)(17) and §56.331(b)(13):
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Information in Spanish, directing Spanish-speaking customers to the numbers to
call for information and translation assistance. Similar information shall be
included in other languages when census data indicates a significant population
using that language resides in the public utility's service territory. A
SIGNIFICANT POPULATION CONSTITUTES 5% OF PERSONS
ELIGIBLE TO BE SERVED OR 1,000 MEMBERS OF THE LANGUAGE
GROUP, WHICHEVER IS LESS.

Action Alliance proposes amendments to § 56.201 and § 56.431. as follows:

... A public utility which serves a substantial number of Spanish-speaking
[ratepayers] customers shall provide billing information in English, [and] in
Spanish, AND IN OTHER LANGUAGES WHEN CENSUS DATA
INDICATES THAT A SIGNIFICANT POPULATION USING THE
PARTICULAR LANGUAGE RESIDES IN THE PUBLIC UTILITY'S
SERVICE TERRITORY. A SIGNIFICANT POPULATION
CONSTITUTES 5% OF PERSONS ELIGIBLE TO BE SERVED OR 1,000
MEMBERS OF THE LANGUAGE GROUP, WHICHEVER IS LESS.

The proposed regulations at § 56.93 and § 56.333, both relating to personal contact,

should be amended to require the personal contact, whether in person or by phone, be in the

primary language of the customer. In-person and phone contact can occur through bilingual staff

or the use of interpreter services, including telephonic interpreter services. Posted written notice

should be translated into Spanish and into the customer's primary (non-Spanish) language, if

known. In the alternative, written notices should include a short statement translated into the

other non-Spanish languages that meet the "5% or 1,000" threshold rule discussed above,

explaining that this is a written notice of termination of utility service and that the customer

should contact the utility company for free interpretation of the entire notice.10 Because this

personal contact section contains important legal rights, the Commission should ensure that

utilities uphold these rights for all consumers and not intentionally or inadvertently deny

consumers' rights by failing to make appropriate contact with the consumer in the consumer's

primary language. Action Alliance proposes amendments to § 56.93, as follows:

10 The "5% or 1,000" threshold rule was adopted from the federal Department of Energy's policy guidance on
nondiscrimination in federally assisted programs as prohibited by Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 69 Fed.
Reg. 50366 (Aug. 16, 2004). This guidance clarifies how recipients of financial assistance from the Department of
Energy (DOE) can meet their obligation to ensure that persons with limited English proficiency have meaningful
and timely access to their programs and services.
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... a public utility may not interrupt, discontinue or terminate service without...

attempting to contact the customer or responsible adult occupant, either in person
or by telephone, to provide notice of the proposed termination at least 3 days prior
to the scheduled termination. If personal contact by one method is not possible,
then the public utility is obligated to attempt the other method.

(b) Phone contact shall be deemed complete upon attempted calls on 2 separate
days to the residence between the hours of 7 a.m. and 9 p.m. if the calls were
made at various times each day, with the various times of the day being daytime
before 5 p.m. and evening after 5 p.m and at least 2 hours apart.

(c) If contact is attempted in person by a home visit, only one attempt is required,
but the public utility shall conspicuously post a written termination notice at the
residence if it is unsuccessful in attempting to personally contact a responsible
adult occupant.

(d) The content of the 3 day personal contact notice must comply with the
requirements in § 56.91 (relating to general notice provisions and contents of
termination notice), INCLUDING THE LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS AT
S 56.91 (b)(17).

(e) PERSONAL CONTACT, WHETHER IN PERSON OR BY PHONE,
SHALL BE IN THE PRIMARY LANGUAGE OF THE CUSTOMER
THROUGH BILINGUAL UTILITY STAFF OR THE USE OF
INTERPRETER SERVICES, INCLUDING TELEPHONIC
INTERPRETER SERVICES.

Comparable amendments should be made to the parallel personal contact provision at § 56.333.

c. Equal monthly billing (budget billing).

Action Alliance supports the proposed requirement, at § 56.12(7), that reconciliation of

budget bills not cause sudden jumps in payment requirements, which would defeat the purpose

of budget billing to provide equal monthly bills. The term "payment agreements" in the new

language should be changed to a different term such as "amortization" to avoid confusion with

the Chapter 14 defined term "payment agreement" that can count toward the maximum number

of payment agreements that a customer may receive for a particular balance.
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In § 56.41 (l)(ii), the term "equal monthly billing plans" should be changed to "budget

billing plans" to be consistent with a related proposed change at § 56.12(7). Also, within

§56.41 (l)(ii)(A), the terms "payment agreement" in the context of § 56.14 (make-up bills)

should be replaced with the term "installment arrangement." As discussed above, a "payment

agreement" is a specialized arrangement that is very limited in availability in Chapter 14, so the

terms should not be used for arrangements that do not fit strictly within its definition.

d. Definition of household income.

Action Alliance supports the proposed definition at § 56.2 for "household income" that

incorporates the Chapter 14 definition that household income only include income of adults.

Listing examples of children's income that should be excluded provides helpful clarification to

utilities and customers.

e. Electronic billing and payment options.

Action Alliance supports the recommendations of the OCA with regard to electronic

billing and payment options and incorporates by reference those proposed regulations that reflect

the OCA's recommendations. Action Alliance supports the proposed language, at § 56.1 l(b)(5),

which requires that electronic bills include the option for the customer to contribute to the

utility's hardship fund, so that such important contributions to assist low income customers can

be maximized.

III. CONCLUSION

Action Alliance of Senior Citizens of Greater Philadelphia, Tenant Union Representative

Network, and ACORN appreciate this opportunity to provide comments on the Proposed

Rulemaking to amend 52 Pa. Code Chapter 56, respectfully submit these Comments to the

Commission for consideration, and request that Final Regulations be adopted consistent with the

Comments submitted herein.
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Respectfully submitted,

April 20,2009

iu B. Tran, Esq.
Philip A. Bertocci, Esq.
Energy Unit
Community Legal Services, Inc.
1424 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19102
(215) 981-3777

Beth Shapiro, Esq.
Law Center North Central
Community Legal Services, Inc.
3638 N. Broad Street
Philadelphia, PA 19140
(215)227-2400
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EXHIBIT A
BEFORE THE

PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

Rulemaking to Amend the Provisions of :
52 Pa. Code, Chapter 56 to Comply with : Docket No. L 00060182
the Provisions of 66 Pa.C.S., Chapter 14; :
General Review of Regulations :

Verified Statement of Josie B. Hyman

1. My name is Josie B. Hyman. I am a second year law student at Temple University, working
at Community Legal Services (CLS) in the Energy Unit. For the past year, one of my duties
at CLS has been to assist Philadelphia Gas Works (PGW) customers who have been accused
of theft of gas to refute these allegations and get their service restored. So far, I have had
personal contact with fifteen customers.

2. The customers who come to CLS often were shut off by PGW without any prior notice. The
customers we assist often initiated the contact with PGW that led to the finding of theft,
either because the customer suspected a gas leak or wanted to inquire about the service
account. When PGW workers arrive at the client's home, the workers shut off the gas and
remove or lock the meter without providing the customer with information about the
immediate termination. The customer is then responsible for contacting PGW in order to
determine why her gas was shut off and why her meter was removed or made inoperable.

3. When a customer immediately calls or goes in to a PGW customer service center, there is
usually no information yet on the PGW system about the reason for immediate termination.
Some time later, the client is told by PGW that there is a finding of theft. Clients can obtain
from the district office a one page Credit Denial Statement, which lists the amount, including
full theft charges and reconnection fee, needed to restore service (See sample Credit Denial
Statements attached). When a customer denies the finding of theft, she is seldom told how to
proceed with a dispute nor is she provided with information stating the dates of the alleged
usage, how the theft was determined, and how the charges were calculated.

4. Customers accused of theft generally come to CLS with nothing more than this one page
Credit Denial Statement. Occasionally, a customer will have filed an informal complaint with
the PUC and will have received a decision from the Bureau of Consumer Services (BCS).
However, the BCS decision does not reflect an independent investigation, incorporating
evidence which refutes the allegation of theft, and is often merely a summary of PGW's
findings (See sample Decision attached).

5. When a customer accused of theft comes in to CLS, I interview the client and gather
evidence. Often the evidence shows that the customer was not in the property during the
dates of the alleged usage or was not aware that PGW was not receiving meter readings from



the customer's property. It is not uncommon for customers to receive gas bills during the
period of alleged theft and to continue making monthly payments. Customers enrolled in
PGW's customer assistance program, called Customer Responsibility Program (CRP), are
even less likely to be aware that the utility is not receiving meter readings, because CRP
customers receive a fixed monthly bill based on income level that does not depend on the
amount of gas consumed. This is further complicated when the customer is neither an
English nor a Spanish language speaker, as notices that the company is not receiving a meter
reading are not provided in any additional languages (See attached Mernira Paul's Verified
Statement of Facts in Support of Petition for Interim Emergency Order).

6. After the initial interview, I often instruct the customer to contact PGW either in person or by
phone to obtain additional information from the utility company, such as the dates of the
alleged theft, how the theft was determined, and how the charges were calculated. At the
customer service centers, customers are sometimes directed to PGW's Meter Investigation
Unit (MIU) in order to obtain additional information on the account. However, when I have
assisted customers in contacting MIU, I have been told to direct my inquiries to the PGW
Law Department, as the MIU will not turn over information without first being subpoenaed.

7. Similarly, the PGW Law Department has directed such inquiries back to PGW's Dispute
Resolution Unit (DRU). Completing the circle, DRU has recently informed me that they are
not the appropriate contact and to direct all inquiries to the MIU. The MIU maintains that
they will not furnish the customer with anything more than a statement of account (billings
and payments) and that all other information must be subpoenaed. Additionally, an MIU
representative assured me that a customer can obtain all the general information on the theft
determination from the costumer service centers. This is not consistent with the customers'
experiences at the centers, because customers are often told to get information from the MIU.

8. PGW's practices make it nearly impossible for these customers to gather information on their
own or to defeat an allegation of theft through a dispute mechanism short of a formal
complaint with the PUC. On occasion I help customers submit evidence to BCS pending the
determination of an informal complaint. However, a BCS investigator informed me that even
when there is ample evidence refuting the theft, an informal complaint is "unwinnable," and
filing a formal complaint is the customer's best option.

9. As a result, I typically help these customers file a formal complaint after their efforts to
dispute the allegations on their own have failed. From start to finish the process can take over
six months to complete. Even clients with strong cases and strong evidence refuting the
allegations have to wait until the complaint, answers, and interrogatories are filed before
PGW will consider their evidence. In some instances, when CLS files a Petition for Interim
Emergency Order for the client, PGW agrees to restore the service more quickly.

10. The following is a sample of customers who I have assisted over the past year:

• Mernira Paul -Ms. Paul is a low income customer enrolled in CRP. She does not speak
English and often relies on her children and grandchildren to interpret her calls to PGW.
In November 2007 Ms. Paul and a friend contacted PGW to request information on



PGW's Parts and Labor Plan. They were told that PGW needed to come to the house to
repair the meter. Ms. Paul allowed the workers into her home. The workers shut off the
gas and removed the meter without providing Ms. Paul with any details. Ms. Paul and her
family contacted PGW at least ten times in the following four months, by phone and
through the district offices. Ms. Paul was never provided with a Creole interpreter. Ms.
Paul contacted CLS and in June 2008 filed a formal complaint with the PUC. Her service
was restored on July 7, 2008 through a settlement with PGW.

Kathyrn Kowrak -Mrs. Kowrak, an elderly woman, and her adult daughter had a fire at
their house on December 25, 2007. They were displaced and rented an apartment from
January through May 2008. While they rented, contractors repaired their home. The
Kowraks moved back into their home on June 1, 2008. When they arrived, gas was on,
and Mrs. Kowrak assumed a regular bill would be sent. On July 3, 2008 PGW workers
came to the Kowraks' house, shut off gas, and removed the meter.

Mrs. Kowrak was not told why the meter was removed and did not find out that she was
accused of theft until after contacting PGW on her own. Mrs. Kowrak filed an informal
complaint and contacted CLS. CLS assisted Mrs. Kowrak in gathering evidence to show
that she had not lived in the property for the six months following the fire, including
proof of residence at the rental apartment. Despite the evidence, a BCS investigator told
Mrs. Kowrak that her case was "unwinnable" and that she would be charged for theft
dating back to the night of the fire. PGW continued to demand full upfront payment of
alleged theft charges before service would be restored.

Mrs. Kowrak suffered from serious cardiac and musculoskeletal injuries. Three weeks
after the shut off, she died of a massive heart attack. BCS had not yet issued a decision.
In October 2008, PGW restored service to Mrs. Kowrak's daughter Kristina. The alleged
theft amount still remains on Ms. Kowrak's account.

Darla Irizarry -Ms. Irizarry lived in a house that was subdivided into individual
apartments. She paid for and received gas service in her first floor apartment. Her brother
resided in the second floor apartment, which was separately metered and billed. In 2005
Ms. Irizarry moved and transferred service to her new address.

In 2007, PGW workers investigating a leak entered Ms. Irizarry's former residence and
removed the meter associated with her brother's apartment. PGW found unauthorized
usage on the second floor meter, but held Ms. Irizarry responsible, and placed the alleged
theft balance on her account at her new address. Ms. Irizarry filed an informal complaint
in June 2007. Her informal complaint was dismissed through a BCS decision that adopted
PGW's assumption that because of common last name Ms. Irizarry had full access to her
brother's apartment and his utility service. See attached Decision and Verified Statement
of Facts. Ms. Irizarry contacted CLS in September 2008. A formal complaint was filed in
December. The dispute was settled in March 2009 and the alleged theft balance was
removed from her account.



I, Josie B. Hyman, hereby state that the facts contained in this Statement are true and
correct to the best of my knowledge, information and belief. I understand that the statements
herein are made subject to the penalties of 18 Pa. C.S. § 4904 (relating to unsworn falsification to
authorities).

H/nl 04
Date



Philadelphia Gas Works

Credit Denial Statement

Date: 11/20/08 " Account Number:
Naxne:CMiHBBW Service Address:

After reviewing your application for service, PGW is unable to provide you with gas service because
you have failed to satisfy one or more of the following conditions:

• To pay or enter into an appropriate agreement; to pay an outstanding debt of $ for address
to PGW and/or pay a deposit of $ and/or*a reconnection charge of $
C] To provide satisfactory, personal identification by showing at least two of the following: a government
issued picture ID, Social Security card, driver's license, medical assistance card, Public Welfare card, or
similar items. '
O To provide documentation showing ownership, tenancy or residency at the service address.

In order to establish your account you must do the following:

O Pay total outstanding theft charges of $ + outstanding balance of $ + deposit of $ +
reconnection fees of $

• Pay the outstanding balance or a portion thereof in the amount of $ + deposit of $ +
reconnection fees of $ and, if applicable, make arrangements to pay the outstanding balance.

• Pay a cash deposit of $ which you can pay in the following installments, 50% or $
immediately to establish service then 25% or $ at the end of 30 days and 25% or $ at the end of
60 days.

* \ • ' ' ' h \

O Provide positive identification with at least two of the following: a government issued picture ED,
driver's license, welfare card, medical assistance card or social security card. .-. s

Q Provide proof of residency for this premise.

O Provide a third party sponsor who is a current PGW customer in good standings and who is willing to
guarantee a payment of $ -

Remarks: COR IN WPDO TO TERMS AFTER MIU. EXPLAINED TO COR THAT THE SHE'S BEING
CHARGED WITH A THEFT OF GAS AT THIS ADDRESS. SHE WILL NEED 5445.24 FOR THE
BYPASS, 123.23 RECONT FEE + 458.00 DEPOSIT = 6026.47 . I EXPLAINED THAT THE DEPOSIT
CAN BE WAIVED IF SHE PROVES SHE'S LOW INCOME — LEVEL 1-3 PERSON HH( •
3 ADULTS ) . EXPLAINED THAT SHE CAN CONTACT THE MIU DEPT FOR ANY QUESTION
ABOUT THE 215-235-2050

Applicant has the right to dispute PGW s denial of application by contacting the Public
Utility Commission's Bureau of Consumer Services at 1,800*782.1110*

F:\Share\Cust-agairs\Forms\CreditDemal.doc



Philadelphia Gas Works

Credit Denial Statement

Representative MMTTCHELL Payroll Number
Customer Service Center CCDO • "

Applicant has the right to dispute PGWs denial of application by contacting the Public
Utility Commission's Bureau of Consumer Services at 1.800.782.1110.

Kmca *^ . .
F:\Sh3re\Cust-affairs\Fonns\CrcditDenial.doc



Philadelphia Gas Works

Credit Denial Statement

Date: 2/25/09 Account Numb
N a m e ^ m m g m ^ ^ W m m * Service Address

After reviewing your application for service, PGW is unable to provide you with gas
service because you have failed to satisfy one or more of the following conditions:

1. • You owe PGW a total balance of $
.2- CU To provide satisfactory personal identification by showing at least two of the following: a

government issued picture ID, Social Security card, driver's license, medical assistance card, Public \r

Welfare card, or similar items. |
3. O To provide documentation showing ownership, tenancy or residency at the service address. I
4. Q Based on the credit score obtained from Experian, a national credit reporting agency, you failed to ]

meet our credit guidelines.* ]

In order to establish your account you must do the following: |
5. Q Pay or enter into an appropriate agreement; to pay an outstanding debt of $ for address I

to PGW and/or pay a deposit of $ and/or a reconnection charge of $ !
6. • Pay total outstanding theft charges of $ 4- outstanding balance of $ + deposit of $

+ reconnection fees of $ .
7. • Pay a cash deposit of $ which you can pay in the following installments, 50% or $

immediately to establish service then 25% or $ at the end of 30 days and 25% or $ at the
end of 60 days.

8. O Provide positive identification with at least two of the following: a government issued picture ID,
driver's license, welfare card, medical assistance card or social security card.

9. Q Provide proof of residency for this premise. , . • . ..

10. • Provide a guarantor who is a current PGW customer in good standing who will be willing to pay
your gas bills if you fail to pay your bill.

Remarks: Customer will need proof of residency for the last two years. Customer states that there were
squatters in property. Customer needs proof of this which can be a police report. If customer is unable to
provide this information, customer will need total theft amount of 2,592.83, a reconnection fee of 123.23
and Vi of the deposit of 190.00 which is 95.00 total is 2,811.06. Customer can apply for the Crp program
where she would not need the deposit of 95.00. Customer will also need social security cards for all
members, proof of income and her identification.

The terms and conditions offered in this letter will remain valid for 30 days from the date set forth on the top
of this letter, Unless there is unauthorized gas usage, gas usage without a contract, or theft of gas at the
Service Address. If you have, any questions or concerns please contact PGW at (215>235-1000

* Under the law, you have the right to obtain a free copy of your credit report from Experian within 60 days
from the date of this notice. If you find any of the information provided by the credit reporting agency
inaccurate or incomplete, you have the right to dispute the matter with Experian by contacting them at 1-888-
397-3742.

Mg Rev 03/14/08



Philadelphia Gas Works

Credit Denial Statement

Representative C, Haynes Number

Customer Service Center CCDO

The terms and conditions offered in this letter will remain valid for 30 days from the date set forth on the top
of this letter, Unless there is unauthorized gas usage, gas usage without a contract, or theft of gas at the
Service Address. If you have, any questions or concerns please contact PGW at (215)-235-iO0O

* Under the law, you have the right to obtain a free copy of your credit report from Experian within 60 days
from the date of this notice. If you find any of the information provided by the credit reporting agency
inaccurate or incomplete, you have the right to dispute the matter with Experian by contacting them at 1-888-
397-3742,

Mg Rev 03/14/08



COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA k
pmiwY— PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION i
PUC BUREAU OF CONSUMER SERVICES

P.O. BOX3265, HARRISBURG, PA 17105-3265

2/13/2008

rtBtmmurrcaiuwoDii

BCS No: 2249525

DARLA IRIZARRY
100 WOLF STREET
1ST FLOOR
PHILADELPHIA PA 19148

The Public Utility Commission has completed its investigation into your informal
complaint. Our decision is attached. We sent a copy of this decision to your utility company.
You and the company must both follow this decision. Both parties may appeal this decision. If
no one appeals, the decision will become final 20 days after the date of this letter.

If you do not agree with this decision you can appeal it by filing a formal complaint.
Complete and return the attached Notification of Intent to Appeal within 20 days of the date on
the form. The Commission will mail you formal complaint forms. When you complete and
return the formal complaint forms, your appeal begins. The Commission will assign your
complaint to the Office of Administrative Law Judge. They .will contact you about your formal
complbint.

You do not need a lawyer to file an appeal.

You must make all of the payments required by this decision.. If you do not make these
payments the utility company can shut off your utility service. t

Do not mail your payments to the Public Utility Commission. Mail your payments
directly to your company.

If you have any questions, please call 1 -800-692-7380.

I Sincerely,

JOHNCLEAJR.
Investigator



INFORMAL COMPLAINT DECISION
THE PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

DARLA IRIZARRY Date: 2/13/2008
535 MORRIS STREET
2ND FLOOR
PHILADELPHIA PA 19148

BCS: 2249525
V.

Acct. No: 2119280196
PHILADELPHIA GAS WORKS . • . t

DECISION ON INFORMAL COMPLAINT BY THE PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION: i

STATEMENT OF COMPLAINT:

We received your informal complaint on June 12, 2007. In the complaint, you stated
you were not responsible for the $6,842.26 balance for service rendered to the 2nd floor at the
535 Morris Street dwelling. You stated, you did reside on the 1st floor at the 535 Morris Street
dwelling until you had the service transferred to the 344 Cantrell Street dwelling.

INVESTIGATION BY STAFF OF THE PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION FOUND:

: 1. Constance Irizarry was the property owner at the 535 Morris Street property
from July 1997 to December 4,2006. Constance Irizarry sold the property for
$1.00 to her son, Darryl Irizarry.

2. The Board of Revision of Taxes' description of the service dwelling is a 3
Story Masonry Row Home.

3. Darla Irizarry, established the gas service at the 535 Morris Street, 1s t Floor
account on September 11, 2002. Darla Irizarry's description of the dwelling is a
3 Floor Home with the 1s t and 2nd Floors converted into separate living
quarters. Darla Irizarry resided on the 1 s t Floor of her mother's property, while
another family member resided on the 2nd Floor with a separate metered
account. Darla Irizarry discontinued the service in her name on September 14,
2005 and transferred service to 344 Cantrell Street effective September 14,
2005. The service at 344 Cantrell Street was discontinued in Darla Irizarfy's
name, when a new applicant applied for service on March 21,2007.

4. Maria Deza, established service at the 535 Morris Street, 2nd Floor dwelling on
September 26,2001, where she resided with a relative from the Irizarry family.
On May 20,2002, Maria Deza contacted the company and requested the
service discontinued in her name for the 2nd floor account. The company
discontinued the service at the meter effective May 20,2002, as requested. On
July 19,2002, Maria Deza had service established in her name at the 838
Jackson Street dwelling until the account was finalized on August 1,2007.



5. After May 20, 2002, there were no new ratepayers for service at the 535 Morris
Street, 2nd Floor account On November 4, 2004, the company discovered
unauthorized usage but could not gain access until September 15, 2005, when
they gain access and discovered a meter tampered by-pass. The dwelling was
only occupied by Darla Irizarry and she had access to 1 s t floor, 2nd floor and
the 3rd floor of the dwelling.

BASED ON THESE FINDINGS, WE CONCLUDE THAT:

1. Darla Irizarry is jointly and equally liable for the unauthorized usage found at
the 535 Morris Street, 2nd Floor dwelling.

2. Darla Irizarry was the only occupant residing at the service dwelling during the
period the unauthorized usage was found on the 2nd floor, after May 20, 2002
to September 14,2005. Darla irizarry also had active service on the 1s t floor
account at the service dwelling during the same period the unauthorized
usage was found on the 2nd floor account.

3. Darla Irizarry had access to 1s t , 2nd and 3rd floors at the 535 Morris Street
dwelling from September 11, 2002 to September 14, 2005 and benefited from
the unauthorized usage. :

4. The Law allows the company to make all responsible adults residing at this
dwelling liable for unauthorized usage.; — : . ;;

THEREFORE, IT IS DECIDED THAT:

1. This informal complaint is dismissed.

2. The Law does not allow us to make a payment agreement for you until you have
allowed your company the first opportunity to discuss a payment arrangement with
you. PHILADELPHIA GAS WORKS is requiring you to contact their office to discuss
payment terms on the $6842.26 unauthorized balance.

3. Based on the information you gave us, you appear to be eligible for CRP. CRP is a
program that may reduce your budget and forgive your outstanding balance. Our
review finds this may be the best rate for you. To receive this rate, you must contact
the company to apply. They will tell you how to apply for CRP. If the company
enrolls you in CRP, they will tell you the new amount you need to pay each month.

We will send a copy of this decision to the utility company. If you have questions about
the terms of this decision or how to appeal this decision, please call us at 1-800-782-1110.

JOHNCLEAJR.
Investigator



BEFORE THE
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

MERNIRAPAUL
548 VAN KIRK STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19120

Complainant

PHILADELPHIA GAS WORKS
800 WEST MONTGOMERY AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19122

Respondent

Docket No.

VERIFIED STATEMENT OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF PETITION FOR
INTERIM EMERGENCY ORDER

I, Mernira Paul, submit this verified statement of facts pursuant to 52 Pa. Code §

3.6(a) as follows:

I.I live at 548 Van Kirk Street, in Philadelphia, PA. I am sixty-one (61) years

old.

2.1 came to Philadelphia ten years ago. I am from Hinche, Haiti and I speak

Creole, I do not speak or read English and I rely on my family and friends from my

church for help with translation and interpretation.

3. For the past four years, I have legally received and paid for gas service

provided by the Philadelphia Gas Works for heating, cooking, and hot water at 548 Van

Kirk Street.

4. l ama low income person with household income of $ 575 a month in Social

Security Disability.



5. Since 2003,1 have been participating in PGW's Customer Responsibility

Program (CRP) which provides low income customers fixed bills based on a percentage

of monthly income.

6. Asa customer, I also participated in PGW's Parts and Labor Plan. Each year I

receive paperwork about the Plan and how to continue my participation*

7. In November 2007,1 called PGW to inform them that I had misplaced the

paperwork and would like replacement information on the Plan. The representative

informed me that they had been meaning to call and that they would send someone to my

house to replace my meter. I was under the impression that this was a part of periodic

maintenance on my meter.

8. On or about November 20,2007, a PGW worker came to my home, replaced

the meter, turned off the gas, and then placed a lock on the new meter. He informed me

that I would hear from the gas company.

9. Following the shut-off, I had friends and family contact PGW on my behalf,

due to my limited English skills. After many calls, they were told that I was accused of

theft of gas. PGW stated that it would not restore my service unless I pay over $372230.

A copy of PGW's Credit Denial Statement is attached as Exhibit (A).

10. Before gas shut-off, I was receiving a CRP bill each month in the same

amount. Under PGW's CRP program, the amount of my monthly bill is fixed on a

percentage of my income, and is not related either to the level of my usage or to gas rates.

As a result, I did not notice that PGW was failing to receive any meter readings from my

meter. A copy of my October 23,2007 bill is attached as Exhibit (B). The bill shows I

was current on my CRP payments at the time PGW turned off my service.



11.1 have been living for over six (6) months without heat, cooking gas, or hot

water. This was particularly hard on me during the winter months because I had no

central heat. No gas continues to be a serious burden.

12.1 have arthritis and chronic back problems that cause me to experience a lot of I
L

soreness and pain. I have been using a friend's electric stove to cook and heat hot water. f

It is very difficult for me to safely carry the hot water to the bathtub upstairs in order to f

clean myself. I am at immediate risk of seriously worsening my condition without heat

and hot water in my home.

13.1 did not tamper with the meter, nor did I authorize anyone else to tamper with

the meter. I was not aware until afler the gas shut-off that there was a problem with my

14. If my gas is restored, I will continue to make monthly payments for gas as I

was doing before I was shut off.

15.1 do not see what harm might be caused to a big company like PGW or to the

public interest if my gas is restored while the PUC reviews my case. Without gas service

to my home, I will continue to live in unhealthy conditions and I am in serious danger of

worsening my arthritis and back problem.

16.1 contacted Community Legal Services, Inc. as soon as I learned that the

Energy Unit might be able to help me to get gas service restored to my home and to help

me get back into the CRP program without having to pay full price for gas that PGW

claims that I stole. I already paid for gas usage by paying my CRP bills.

17,1, Mernira Paul, hereby state that the facts contained in this Verified Statement

are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information and belief and that I expect



to be able to prove the same at a hearing held in this matter. I understand that the

statements herein are made subject to the penalties of 18 Pa. C.S. § 4904 (relating to

unsworn falsification to authorities).

18. This statement has been interpreted to me in the Creole language.

(p \2M I oK ^an^kru^ Pau^e,
Date Mernira Paul



BEFORE THE
PENNSYLVANIA PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

DARLAIRIZARRY
'344 CANTRELL STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19148

Complainant

PHILADELPHIA GAS WORKS
800 WEST MONTGOMERY AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19122

Respondent

Docket No.

VERIFIED STATEMENT OF FACTS

I, Dark Irizany, submit this verified statement of facts as follows:

1. I currently live at 344 Cantrell Street, in Philadelphia, PA. I am a low income

person with household income of $1,100 a month from employment wages.

2. From 2002-2005,1 lived in an apartment IF at 535 Morris Street in

Philadelphia, PA, Philadelphia Gas Works (PGW) is making me take responsibility for

gas service provided to a different apartment unit in the same building, based on

information that my mother owned the building and my brother resided in the other

apartment unit

3. During the time I lived at 535 Morris Street, there were two apartment units.

Each apartment had its own separate entrance and a separate gas meter.

4. In 2002 I moved into the first floor apartment with my two children.



5. While at the Morris Street property, I legally received and paid for gas service

provided by PGW for heating, cooking, and hot water to service address 535 Morris

Street Apt IF.

6. During the time I resided at 535 Morris Street, Derek Irizarry, my brother,

resided in the second floor unit and was responsible for his own utility services. We

maintained separate living quarters with separate bathrooms and kitchens, and respected

each others privacy.

7. In September 2005,1 contacted PGW to transfer my service from 535 Morris

Street IF to 344 Cantrell. I then moved with my children to 344 Cantrell, where I

currently live.

8. In 2007, my mother began making repairs at 535 Morris Street. I called PGW

to request restoration of services at the property, so that the contractors would have heat

as they worked.

9. On or about February 6, 2007, a PGW serviceperson working on a street leak

came to 535 Morris and removed the meter. This was when I was informed that there was t

f
unauthorized usage at the second floor unit.

10. PGW has since transferred $6,672, the alleged unauthorized usage amount to

my account at 344 Cantrell.

11. After trying to dispute this transferred amount with PGW, I contacted the

Pennsylvania Utility Commission (PUC) and filed a formal complaint In PGW's

Answer, PGW accuses me of meter bypass,

12. When I transferred service from 535 Morris to 344 Cantrell in 20051 was

current on my gas bill and had a $0 balance.



13.1 did not have access to the second floor apartment unit at 535 Morris Street

14.1 did not tamper with the meters at 535 Morris Street, nor did I authorize

anyone else to tamper with the meters. I was not aware until several years after I moved

out of the properly that there was a problem with the second floor meter.

' 15.1, Darla Irizarry, hereby state that the facts contained in this Verified

Statement are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information and belief and

that I expect to be able to prove the same at a hearing held in this matter. I understand

that the statements herein are made subject to the penalties of 18 Pa. C.S. § 4904 (relating

to unsworn falsification to authorities).

Date Darla Irizarry




